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Bingo	Caller's	Card
Use	your	Bingo	Caller's	Card	to	call	the	bingo	and	keep	track	of	which	words	you	have	already	called.

Print	two	copies	of	the	caller's	card.	Cut	one	copy	up,	fold	the	squares	in	half,	and	put	them	in	a	hat.	To	call	the
bingo,	pull	a	square	out	of	the	hat,	unfold	it	and	read	it	out.

When	you	have	called	a	word/number,	tick	it	off	on	the	second	copy	of	the	caller's	card.	You	can	use	the	second
copy	of	the	caller's	card	to	check	if	a	player	has	a	winning	card	during	a	game.
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Weed	joke

A	joke	is	made	
at	a	celebrity’s	
expense	and	
celebrity	is	in	
the	audience

Older	person	
slows	down	the	
momentum	of	

the	show

Academy	pats	
itself	on	the	

back	for	
diversity

Someone	is	
visibly	unhappy	
someone	else	

won

Camera	cuts	
away	from	
someone	
yawning

Someone	gets	
played	off	stage	

during	an	
emotional	
moment

White	people	
laughing	

awkwardly	at	a	
joke	a	presenter	

made

Someone	says	“I	
want	to	thank	
my	mom	and	

dad”

A	winner’s	name	
is	

mispronounced

White	people	
win	all	the	

acting	
categories

Woman	looks	
very	

uncomfortable	
with	what	she	is	

wearing

(Free	
Space)	

Someone	
talks	shit	
on	Trump

An	accused	
pedophile	is	

shown	on	screen

A	gay	old	man	
wins	any	

category	and	is	
happy

“Bohemian	
Rhapsody”	wins	
anything	and	
"We	Are	The	
Champions"	

plays

Best	Animated	
Picture	category	
has	a	custom	
animation	
segment

Last	person	in	a	
group	can	only	
say	"thank	you"	
before	being	cut	

off

A	big	name	gets	
left	out	of	the	in	

memoriam	
section

Bradley	Cooper	
pee	joke

Audio	issue	
during	Queen	
preformance

A	weird	bit	
happens	that	
goes	nowhere	
and	lasts	way	

too	long

Someone	can't	
open	up	the	
envelope

Someone	takes	
a	selfie	on	or	off	

stage

Winner	says	"Go	
to	bed	it's	a	

school	night"	to	
children	
watching
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White	people	
laughing	

awkwardly	at	a	
joke	a	presenter	

made

Someone	says	“I	
want	to	thank	
my	mom	and	

dad”

Someone	can't	
open	up	the	
envelope

Weed	joke

Best	Animated	
Picture	category	
has	a	custom	
animation	
segment

Camera	cuts	
away	from	
someone	
yawning

An	accused	
pedophile	is	

shown	on	screen

Someone	takes	
a	selfie	on	or	off	

stage

White	people	
win	all	the	

acting	
categories

Academy	pats	
itself	on	the	

back	for	
diversity

“Bohemian	
Rhapsody”	wins	
anything	and	
"We	Are	The	
Champions"	

plays

Bradley	Cooper	
pee	joke

(Free	
Space)	

Someone	
talks	shit	
on	Trump

A	weird	bit	
happens	that	
goes	nowhere	
and	lasts	way	

too	long

Last	person	in	a	
group	can	only	
say	"thank	you"	
before	being	cut	

off

A	gay	old	man	
wins	any	

category	and	is	
happy

A	winner’s	name	
is	

mispronounced

A	joke	is	made	
at	a	celebrity’s	
expense	and	
celebrity	is	in	
the	audience

Woman	looks	
very	

uncomfortable	
with	what	she	is	

wearing

A	big	name	gets	
left	out	of	the	in	

memoriam	
section

Someone	is	
visibly	unhappy	
someone	else	

won

Audio	issue	
during	Queen	
preformance

Older	person	
slows	down	the	
momentum	of	

the	show

Someone	gets	
played	off	stage	

during	an	
emotional	
moment

Winner	says	"Go	
to	bed	it's	a	

school	night"	to	
children	
watching
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Someone	takes	
a	selfie	on	or	off	

stage

Someone	gets	
played	off	stage	

during	an	
emotional	
moment

White	people	
laughing	

awkwardly	at	a	
joke	a	presenter	

made

Bradley	Cooper	
pee	joke

Last	person	in	a	
group	can	only	
say	"thank	you"	
before	being	cut	

off

Winner	says	"Go	
to	bed	it's	a	

school	night"	to	
children	
watching

Academy	pats	
itself	on	the	

back	for	
diversity

An	accused	
pedophile	is	

shown	on	screen

Someone	can't	
open	up	the	
envelope

Woman	looks	
very	

uncomfortable	
with	what	she	is	

wearing

A	joke	is	made	
at	a	celebrity’s	
expense	and	
celebrity	is	in	
the	audience

Weed	joke

(Free	
Space)	

Someone	
talks	shit	
on	Trump

A	gay	old	man	
wins	any	

category	and	is	
happy

Audio	issue	
during	Queen	
preformance

Someone	says	“I	
want	to	thank	
my	mom	and	

dad”

Best	Animated	
Picture	category	
has	a	custom	
animation	
segment

White	people	
win	all	the	

acting	
categories

A	big	name	gets	
left	out	of	the	in	

memoriam	
section

“Bohemian	
Rhapsody”	wins	
anything	and	
"We	Are	The	
Champions"	

plays

Someone	is	
visibly	unhappy	
someone	else	

won

Older	person	
slows	down	the	
momentum	of	

the	show

Camera	cuts	
away	from	
someone	
yawning

A	winner’s	name	
is	

mispronounced

A	weird	bit	
happens	that	
goes	nowhere	
and	lasts	way	

too	long
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Woman	looks	
very	

uncomfortable	
with	what	she	is	

wearing

Older	person	
slows	down	the	
momentum	of	

the	show

White	people	
win	all	the	

acting	
categories

A	winner’s	name	
is	

mispronounced

Someone	can't	
open	up	the	
envelope

A	gay	old	man	
wins	any	

category	and	is	
happy

Someone	gets	
played	off	stage	

during	an	
emotional	
moment

Someone	is	
visibly	unhappy	
someone	else	

won

“Bohemian	
Rhapsody”	wins	
anything	and	
"We	Are	The	
Champions"	

plays

Someone	takes	
a	selfie	on	or	off	

stage

An	accused	
pedophile	is	

shown	on	screen
Weed	joke

(Free	
Space)	

Someone	
talks	shit	
on	Trump

White	people	
laughing	

awkwardly	at	a	
joke	a	presenter	

made

A	weird	bit	
happens	that	
goes	nowhere	
and	lasts	way	

too	long

Bradley	Cooper	
pee	joke

Best	Animated	
Picture	category	
has	a	custom	
animation	
segment

Academy	pats	
itself	on	the	

back	for	
diversity

Winner	says	"Go	
to	bed	it's	a	

school	night"	to	
children	
watching

Camera	cuts	
away	from	
someone	
yawning

Someone	says	“I	
want	to	thank	
my	mom	and	

dad”

A	joke	is	made	
at	a	celebrity’s	
expense	and	
celebrity	is	in	
the	audience

Last	person	in	a	
group	can	only	
say	"thank	you"	
before	being	cut	

off

A	big	name	gets	
left	out	of	the	in	

memoriam	
section

Audio	issue	
during	Queen	
preformance
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Older	person	
slows	down	the	
momentum	of	

the	show

A	winner’s	name	
is	

mispronounced

Woman	looks	
very	

uncomfortable	
with	what	she	is	

wearing

An	accused	
pedophile	is	

shown	on	screen

A	big	name	gets	
left	out	of	the	in	

memoriam	
section

White	people	
laughing	

awkwardly	at	a	
joke	a	presenter	

made

Best	Animated	
Picture	category	
has	a	custom	
animation	
segment

Someone	says	“I	
want	to	thank	
my	mom	and	

dad”

Winner	says	"Go	
to	bed	it's	a	

school	night"	to	
children	
watching

A	gay	old	man	
wins	any	

category	and	is	
happy

A	joke	is	made	
at	a	celebrity’s	
expense	and	
celebrity	is	in	
the	audience

“Bohemian	
Rhapsody”	wins	
anything	and	
"We	Are	The	
Champions"	

plays

(Free	
Space)	

Someone	
talks	shit	
on	Trump

Camera	cuts	
away	from	
someone	
yawning

Last	person	in	a	
group	can	only	
say	"thank	you"	
before	being	cut	

off

Academy	pats	
itself	on	the	

back	for	
diversity

A	weird	bit	
happens	that	
goes	nowhere	
and	lasts	way	

too	long

Bradley	Cooper	
pee	joke

Someone	gets	
played	off	stage	

during	an	
emotional	
moment

Weed	joke

Audio	issue	
during	Queen	
preformance

White	people	
win	all	the	

acting	
categories

Someone	is	
visibly	unhappy	
someone	else	

won

Someone	takes	
a	selfie	on	or	off	

stage

Someone	can't	
open	up	the	
envelope
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Older	person	
slows	down	the	
momentum	of	

the	show

A	joke	is	made	
at	a	celebrity’s	
expense	and	
celebrity	is	in	
the	audience

Weed	joke

A	weird	bit	
happens	that	
goes	nowhere	
and	lasts	way	

too	long

Academy	pats	
itself	on	the	

back	for	
diversity

An	accused	
pedophile	is	

shown	on	screen

Someone	says	“I	
want	to	thank	
my	mom	and	

dad”

Someone	can't	
open	up	the	
envelope

White	people	
laughing	

awkwardly	at	a	
joke	a	presenter	

made

Someone	gets	
played	off	stage	

during	an	
emotional	
moment

A	big	name	gets	
left	out	of	the	in	

memoriam	
section

Last	person	in	a	
group	can	only	
say	"thank	you"	
before	being	cut	

off

(Free	
Space)	

Someone	
talks	shit	
on	Trump

Someone	is	
visibly	unhappy	
someone	else	

won

Someone	takes	
a	selfie	on	or	off	

stage

Best	Animated	
Picture	category	
has	a	custom	
animation	
segment

White	people	
win	all	the	

acting	
categories

Woman	looks	
very	

uncomfortable	
with	what	she	is	

wearing

“Bohemian	
Rhapsody”	wins	
anything	and	
"We	Are	The	
Champions"	

plays

Camera	cuts	
away	from	
someone	
yawning

Bradley	Cooper	
pee	joke

A	winner’s	name	
is	

mispronounced

Winner	says	"Go	
to	bed	it's	a	

school	night"	to	
children	
watching

A	gay	old	man	
wins	any	

category	and	is	
happy

Audio	issue	
during	Queen	
preformance
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“Bohemian	
Rhapsody”	wins	
anything	and	
"We	Are	The	
Champions"	

plays

A	weird	bit	
happens	that	
goes	nowhere	
and	lasts	way	

too	long

White	people	
win	all	the	

acting	
categories

Someone	is	
visibly	unhappy	
someone	else	

won

White	people	
laughing	

awkwardly	at	a	
joke	a	presenter	

made

Audio	issue	
during	Queen	
preformance

Someone	says	“I	
want	to	thank	
my	mom	and	

dad”

Academy	pats	
itself	on	the	

back	for	
diversity

Last	person	in	a	
group	can	only	
say	"thank	you"	
before	being	cut	

off

Someone	gets	
played	off	stage	

during	an	
emotional	
moment

An	accused	
pedophile	is	

shown	on	screen

Someone	takes	
a	selfie	on	or	off	

stage

(Free	
Space)	

Someone	
talks	shit	
on	Trump

Camera	cuts	
away	from	
someone	
yawning

A	gay	old	man	
wins	any	

category	and	is	
happy

Older	person	
slows	down	the	
momentum	of	

the	show

Someone	can't	
open	up	the	
envelope

Bradley	Cooper	
pee	joke

A	big	name	gets	
left	out	of	the	in	

memoriam	
section

Woman	looks	
very	

uncomfortable	
with	what	she	is	

wearing

Best	Animated	
Picture	category	
has	a	custom	
animation	
segment

Weed	joke
A	winner’s	name	

is	
mispronounced

A	joke	is	made	
at	a	celebrity’s	
expense	and	
celebrity	is	in	
the	audience

Winner	says	"Go	
to	bed	it's	a	

school	night"	to	
children	
watching
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“Bohemian	
Rhapsody”	wins	
anything	and	
"We	Are	The	
Champions"	

plays

Weed	joke

Best	Animated	
Picture	category	
has	a	custom	
animation	
segment

Camera	cuts	
away	from	
someone	
yawning

A	big	name	gets	
left	out	of	the	in	

memoriam	
section

A	weird	bit	
happens	that	
goes	nowhere	
and	lasts	way	

too	long

A	gay	old	man	
wins	any	

category	and	is	
happy

Woman	looks	
very	

uncomfortable	
with	what	she	is	

wearing

Older	person	
slows	down	the	
momentum	of	

the	show

A	winner’s	name	
is	

mispronounced

White	people	
laughing	

awkwardly	at	a	
joke	a	presenter	

made

Someone	takes	
a	selfie	on	or	off	

stage

(Free	
Space)	

Someone	
talks	shit	
on	Trump

Someone	gets	
played	off	stage	

during	an	
emotional	
moment

An	accused	
pedophile	is	
shown	on	
screen

A	joke	is	made	
at	a	celebrity’s	
expense	and	
celebrity	is	in	
the	audience

Winner	says	"Go	
to	bed	it's	a	

school	night"	to	
children	
watching

Academy	pats	
itself	on	the	

back	for	
diversity

Someone	is	
visibly	unhappy	
someone	else	

won

Last	person	in	a	
group	can	only	
say	"thank	you"	
before	being	cut	

off

Someone	says	“I	
want	to	thank	
my	mom	and	

dad”

Bradley	Cooper	
pee	joke

Audio	issue	
during	Queen	
preformance

Someone	can't	
open	up	the	
envelope

White	people	
win	all	the	

acting	
categories
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Best	Animated	
Picture	category	
has	a	custom	
animation	
segment

Bradley	Cooper	
pee	joke

Someone	can't	
open	up	the	
envelope

A	gay	old	man	
wins	any	

category	and	is	
happy

White	people	
win	all	the	

acting	
categories

Older	person	
slows	down	the	
momentum	of	

the	show

A	winner’s	name	
is	

mispronounced

Academy	pats	
itself	on	the	

back	for	
diversity

Last	person	in	a	
group	can	only	
say	"thank	you"	
before	being	cut	

off

Weed	joke

Someone	takes	
a	selfie	on	or	off	

stage

Someone	gets	
played	off	stage	

during	an	
emotional	
moment

(Free	
Space)	

Someone	
talks	shit	
on	Trump

“Bohemian	
Rhapsody”	wins	
anything	and	
"We	Are	The	
Champions"	

plays

An	accused	
pedophile	is	
shown	on	
screen

Someone	says	“I	
want	to	thank	
my	mom	and	

dad”

Audio	issue	
during	Queen	
preformance

Winner	says	"Go	
to	bed	it's	a	

school	night"	to	
children	
watching

Someone	is	
visibly	unhappy	
someone	else	

won

A	weird	bit	
happens	that	
goes	nowhere	
and	lasts	way	

too	long

Camera	cuts	
away	from	
someone	
yawning

White	people	
laughing	

awkwardly	at	a	
joke	a	presenter	

made

A	joke	is	made	
at	a	celebrity’s	
expense	and	
celebrity	is	in	
the	audience

A	big	name	gets	
left	out	of	the	in	

memoriam	
section

Woman	looks	
very	

uncomfortable	
with	what	she	is	

wearing
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Someone	is	
visibly	unhappy	
someone	else	

won

Woman	looks	
very	

uncomfortable	
with	what	she	is	

wearing

White	people	
win	all	the	

acting	
categories

A	joke	is	made	
at	a	celebrity’s	
expense	and	
celebrity	is	in	
the	audience

A	weird	bit	
happens	that	
goes	nowhere	
and	lasts	way	

too	long

Someone	says	“I	
want	to	thank	
my	mom	and	

dad”

Audio	issue	
during	Queen	
preformance

An	accused	
pedophile	is	

shown	on	screen

A	gay	old	man	
wins	any	

category	and	is	
happy

A	big	name	gets	
left	out	of	the	in	

memoriam	
section

Someone	can't	
open	up	the	
envelope

White	people	
laughing	

awkwardly	at	a	
joke	a	presenter	

made

(Free	
Space)	

Someone	
talks	shit	
on	Trump

Bradley	Cooper	
pee	joke Weed	joke

Older	person	
slows	down	the	
momentum	of	

the	show

“Bohemian	
Rhapsody”	wins	
anything	and	
"We	Are	The	
Champions"	

plays

Last	person	in	a	
group	can	only	
say	"thank	you"	
before	being	cut	

off

Winner	says	"Go	
to	bed	it's	a	

school	night"	to	
children	
watching

A	winner’s	name	
is	

mispronounced

Someone	takes	
a	selfie	on	or	off	

stage

Camera	cuts	
away	from	
someone	
yawning

Best	Animated	
Picture	category	
has	a	custom	
animation	
segment

Academy	pats	
itself	on	the	

back	for	
diversity

Someone	gets	
played	off	stage	

during	an	
emotional	
moment
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A	joke	is	made	
at	a	celebrity’s	
expense	and	
celebrity	is	in	
the	audience

Winner	says	"Go	
to	bed	it's	a	

school	night"	to	
children	
watching

A	gay	old	man	
wins	any	

category	and	is	
happy

Weed	joke
Academy	pats	
itself	on	the	

back	for	
diversity

Someone	gets	
played	off	stage	

during	an	
emotional	
moment

Best	Animated	
Picture	category	
has	a	custom	
animation	
segment

Older	person	
slows	down	the	
momentum	of	

the	show

White	people	
laughing	

awkwardly	at	a	
joke	a	presenter	

made

Audio	issue	
during	Queen	
preformance

Someone	can't	
open	up	the	
envelope

Someone	is	
visibly	unhappy	
someone	else	

won

(Free	
Space)	

Someone	
talks	shit	
on	Trump

“Bohemian	
Rhapsody”	wins	
anything	and	
"We	Are	The	
Champions"	

plays

Last	person	in	a	
group	can	only	
say	"thank	you"	
before	being	cut	

off

Someone	says	“I	
want	to	thank	
my	mom	and	

dad”

Someone	takes	
a	selfie	on	or	off	

stage

White	people	
win	all	the	

acting	
categories

A	weird	bit	
happens	that	
goes	nowhere	
and	lasts	way	

too	long

Woman	looks	
very	

uncomfortable	
with	what	she	is	

wearing

A	big	name	gets	
left	out	of	the	in	

memoriam	
section

An	accused	
pedophile	is	

shown	on	screen

A	winner’s	name	
is	

mispronounced

Camera	cuts	
away	from	
someone	
yawning

Bradley	Cooper	
pee	joke
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Someone	gets	
played	off	stage	

during	an	
emotional	
moment

Audio	issue	
during	Queen	
preformance

Someone	says	“I	
want	to	thank	
my	mom	and	

dad”

A	joke	is	made	
at	a	celebrity’s	
expense	and	
celebrity	is	in	
the	audience

An	accused	
pedophile	is	
shown	on	
screen

Bradley	Cooper	
pee	joke

Someone	can't	
open	up	the	
envelope

Camera	cuts	
away	from	
someone	
yawning

Winner	says	"Go	
to	bed	it's	a	

school	night"	to	
children	
watching

Academy	pats	
itself	on	the	

back	for	
diversity

Last	person	in	a	
group	can	only	
say	"thank	you"	
before	being	cut	

off

White	people	
laughing	

awkwardly	at	a	
joke	a	presenter	

made

(Free	
Space)	

Someone	
talks	shit	
on	Trump

A	gay	old	man	
wins	any	

category	and	is	
happy

“Bohemian	
Rhapsody”	wins	
anything	and	
"We	Are	The	
Champions"	

plays

Older	person	
slows	down	the	
momentum	of	

the	show
Weed	joke

Woman	looks	
very	

uncomfortable	
with	what	she	is	

wearing

Best	Animated	
Picture	category	
has	a	custom	
animation	
segment

A	weird	bit	
happens	that	
goes	nowhere	
and	lasts	way	

too	long

A	big	name	gets	
left	out	of	the	in	

memoriam	
section

Someone	takes	
a	selfie	on	or	off	

stage

Someone	is	
visibly	unhappy	
someone	else	

won

A	winner’s	name	
is	

mispronounced

White	people	
win	all	the	

acting	
categories
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White	people	
laughing	

awkwardly	at	a	
joke	a	presenter	

made

Best	Animated	
Picture	category	
has	a	custom	
animation	
segment

A	winner’s	name	
is	

mispronounced
Bradley	Cooper	

pee	joke
Someone	can't	
open	up	the	
envelope

A	weird	bit	
happens	that	
goes	nowhere	
and	lasts	way	

too	long

Academy	pats	
itself	on	the	

back	for	
diversity

“Bohemian	
Rhapsody”	wins	
anything	and	
"We	Are	The	
Champions"	

plays

Someone	gets	
played	off	stage	

during	an	
emotional	
moment

White	people	
win	all	the	

acting	
categories

Weed	joke
Someone	says	“I	
want	to	thank	
my	mom	and	

dad”

(Free	
Space)	

Someone	
talks	shit	
on	Trump

An	accused	
pedophile	is	

shown	on	screen

Audio	issue	
during	Queen	
preformance

A	big	name	gets	
left	out	of	the	in	

memoriam	
section

Someone	is	
visibly	unhappy	
someone	else	

won

A	gay	old	man	
wins	any	

category	and	is	
happy

Camera	cuts	
away	from	
someone	
yawning

A	joke	is	made	
at	a	celebrity’s	
expense	and	
celebrity	is	in	
the	audience

Woman	looks	
very	

uncomfortable	
with	what	she	is	

wearing

Last	person	in	a	
group	can	only	
say	"thank	you"	
before	being	cut	

off

Older	person	
slows	down	the	
momentum	of	

the	show

Winner	says	"Go	
to	bed	it's	a	

school	night"	to	
children	
watching

Someone	takes	
a	selfie	on	or	off	

stage
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Bradley	Cooper	
pee	joke

A	winner’s	name	
is	

mispronounced

Last	person	in	a	
group	can	only	
say	"thank	you"	
before	being	cut	

off

Someone	can't	
open	up	the	
envelope

A	weird	bit	
happens	that	
goes	nowhere	
and	lasts	way	

too	long

White	people	
laughing	

awkwardly	at	a	
joke	a	presenter	

made

Someone	takes	
a	selfie	on	or	off	

stage

Camera	cuts	
away	from	
someone	
yawning

Someone	gets	
played	off	stage	

during	an	
emotional	
moment

An	accused	
pedophile	is	
shown	on	
screen

Winner	says	"Go	
to	bed	it's	a	

school	night"	to	
children	
watching

A	big	name	gets	
left	out	of	the	in	

memoriam	
section

(Free	
Space)	

Someone	
talks	shit	
on	Trump

Someone	says	“I	
want	to	thank	
my	mom	and	

dad”

Older	person	
slows	down	the	
momentum	of	

the	show

Someone	is	
visibly	unhappy	
someone	else	

won

A	gay	old	man	
wins	any	

category	and	is	
happy

Woman	looks	
very	

uncomfortable	
with	what	she	is	

wearing

Academy	pats	
itself	on	the	

back	for	
diversity

White	people	
win	all	the	

acting	
categories

Weed	joke

“Bohemian	
Rhapsody”	wins	
anything	and	
"We	Are	The	
Champions"	

plays

Best	Animated	
Picture	category	
has	a	custom	
animation	
segment

Audio	issue	
during	Queen	
preformance

A	joke	is	made	
at	a	celebrity’s	
expense	and	
celebrity	is	in	
the	audience
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Audio	issue	
during	Queen	
preformance

Best	Animated	
Picture	category	
has	a	custom	
animation	
segment

Older	person	
slows	down	the	
momentum	of	

the	show

Someone	says	“I	
want	to	thank	
my	mom	and	

dad”

A	joke	is	made	
at	a	celebrity’s	
expense	and	
celebrity	is	in	
the	audience

Someone	takes	
a	selfie	on	or	off	

stage

Woman	looks	
very	

uncomfortable	
with	what	she	is	

wearing

Someone	can't	
open	up	the	
envelope

Academy	pats	
itself	on	the	

back	for	
diversity

A	gay	old	man	
wins	any	

category	and	is	
happy

Someone	gets	
played	off	stage	

during	an	
emotional	
moment

A	winner’s	name	
is	

mispronounced

(Free	
Space)	

Someone	
talks	shit	
on	Trump

White	people	
win	all	the	

acting	
categories

White	people	
laughing	

awkwardly	at	a	
joke	a	presenter	

made

Camera	cuts	
away	from	
someone	
yawning

Weed	joke

“Bohemian	
Rhapsody”	wins	
anything	and	
"We	Are	The	
Champions"	

plays

An	accused	
pedophile	is	

shown	on	screen

A	big	name	gets	
left	out	of	the	in	

memoriam	
section

Winner	says	"Go	
to	bed	it's	a	

school	night"	to	
children	
watching

A	weird	bit	
happens	that	
goes	nowhere	
and	lasts	way	

too	long

Someone	is	
visibly	unhappy	
someone	else	

won

Last	person	in	a	
group	can	only	
say	"thank	you"	
before	being	cut	

off

Bradley	Cooper	
pee	joke
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Someone	gets	
played	off	stage	

during	an	
emotional	
moment

Last	person	in	a	
group	can	only	
say	"thank	you"	
before	being	cut	

off

A	gay	old	man	
wins	any	

category	and	is	
happy

“Bohemian	
Rhapsody”	wins	
anything	and	
"We	Are	The	
Champions"	

plays

An	accused	
pedophile	is	
shown	on	
screen

Woman	looks	
very	

uncomfortable	
with	what	she	is	

wearing

Winner	says	"Go	
to	bed	it's	a	

school	night"	to	
children	
watching

White	people	
laughing	

awkwardly	at	a	
joke	a	presenter	

made

Someone	can't	
open	up	the	
envelope

Someone	takes	
a	selfie	on	or	off	

stage

Someone	is	
visibly	unhappy	
someone	else	

won

A	big	name	gets	
left	out	of	the	in	

memoriam	
section

(Free	
Space)	

Someone	
talks	shit	
on	Trump

Older	person	
slows	down	the	
momentum	of	

the	show

Bradley	Cooper	
pee	joke

Someone	says	“I	
want	to	thank	
my	mom	and	

dad”
Weed	joke

Camera	cuts	
away	from	
someone	
yawning

Best	Animated	
Picture	category	
has	a	custom	
animation	
segment

White	people	
win	all	the	

acting	
categories

A	winner’s	name	
is	

mispronounced

Audio	issue	
during	Queen	
preformance

A	joke	is	made	
at	a	celebrity’s	
expense	and	
celebrity	is	in	
the	audience

Academy	pats	
itself	on	the	

back	for	
diversity

A	weird	bit	
happens	that	
goes	nowhere	
and	lasts	way	

too	long
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Older	person	
slows	down	the	
momentum	of	

the	show

Someone	gets	
played	off	stage	

during	an	
emotional	
moment

Academy	pats	
itself	on	the	

back	for	
diversity

“Bohemian	
Rhapsody”	wins	
anything	and	
"We	Are	The	
Champions"	

plays

A	winner’s	name	
is	

mispronounced

White	people	
win	all	the	

acting	
categories

A	joke	is	made	
at	a	celebrity’s	
expense	and	
celebrity	is	in	
the	audience

Audio	issue	
during	Queen	
preformance

Bradley	Cooper	
pee	joke

Best	Animated	
Picture	category	
has	a	custom	
animation	
segment

Someone	can't	
open	up	the	
envelope

A	big	name	gets	
left	out	of	the	in	

memoriam	
section

(Free	
Space)	

Someone	
talks	shit	
on	Trump

Camera	cuts	
away	from	
someone	
yawning

Last	person	in	a	
group	can	only	
say	"thank	you"	
before	being	cut	

off

Someone	says	“I	
want	to	thank	
my	mom	and	

dad”

A	weird	bit	
happens	that	
goes	nowhere	
and	lasts	way	

too	long

Winner	says	"Go	
to	bed	it's	a	

school	night"	to	
children	
watching

Someone	is	
visibly	unhappy	
someone	else	

won

Someone	takes	
a	selfie	on	or	off	

stage

Weed	joke

Woman	looks	
very	

uncomfortable	
with	what	she	is	

wearing

A	gay	old	man	
wins	any	

category	and	is	
happy

White	people	
laughing	

awkwardly	at	a	
joke	a	presenter	

made

An	accused	
pedophile	is	
shown	on	
screen
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Last	person	in	a	
group	can	only	
say	"thank	you"	
before	being	cut	

off

A	joke	is	made	
at	a	celebrity’s	
expense	and	
celebrity	is	in	
the	audience

A	big	name	gets	
left	out	of	the	in	

memoriam	
section

A	winner’s	name	
is	

mispronounced

White	people	
laughing	

awkwardly	at	a	
joke	a	presenter	

made

Someone	can't	
open	up	the	
envelope

Weed	joke

Someone	gets	
played	off	stage	

during	an	
emotional	
moment

Someone	is	
visibly	unhappy	
someone	else	

won

Someone	takes	
a	selfie	on	or	off	

stage

Woman	looks	
very	

uncomfortable	
with	what	she	is	

wearing

Older	person	
slows	down	the	
momentum	of	

the	show

(Free	
Space)	

Someone	
talks	shit	
on	Trump

Camera	cuts	
away	from	
someone	
yawning

Bradley	Cooper	
pee	joke

Best	Animated	
Picture	category	
has	a	custom	
animation	
segment

White	people	
win	all	the	

acting	
categories

An	accused	
pedophile	is	

shown	on	screen

Audio	issue	
during	Queen	
preformance

Academy	pats	
itself	on	the	

back	for	
diversity

A	weird	bit	
happens	that	
goes	nowhere	
and	lasts	way	

too	long

A	gay	old	man	
wins	any	

category	and	is	
happy

Someone	says	“I	
want	to	thank	
my	mom	and	

dad”

Winner	says	"Go	
to	bed	it's	a	

school	night"	to	
children	
watching

“Bohemian	
Rhapsody”	wins	
anything	and	
"We	Are	The	
Champions"	

plays
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An	accused	
pedophile	is	

shown	on	screen

Camera	cuts	
away	from	
someone	
yawning

Bradley	Cooper	
pee	joke

A	weird	bit	
happens	that	
goes	nowhere	
and	lasts	way	

too	long

Last	person	in	a	
group	can	only	
say	"thank	you"	
before	being	cut	

off

Best	Animated	
Picture	category	
has	a	custom	
animation	
segment

A	winner’s	name	
is	

mispronounced

Someone	is	
visibly	unhappy	
someone	else	

won

Someone	can't	
open	up	the	
envelope

Someone	takes	
a	selfie	on	or	off	

stage

Weed	joke

“Bohemian	
Rhapsody”	wins	
anything	and	
"We	Are	The	
Champions"	

plays

(Free	
Space)	

Someone	
talks	shit	
on	Trump

Academy	pats	
itself	on	the	

back	for	
diversity

White	people	
win	all	the	

acting	
categories

Someone	says	“I	
want	to	thank	
my	mom	and	

dad”

Audio	issue	
during	Queen	
preformance

A	gay	old	man	
wins	any	

category	and	is	
happy

White	people	
laughing	

awkwardly	at	a	
joke	a	presenter	

made

A	big	name	gets	
left	out	of	the	in	

memoriam	
section

Older	person	
slows	down	the	
momentum	of	

the	show

Winner	says	"Go	
to	bed	it's	a	

school	night"	to	
children	
watching

Someone	gets	
played	off	stage	

during	an	
emotional	
moment

Woman	looks	
very	

uncomfortable	
with	what	she	is	

wearing

A	joke	is	made	
at	a	celebrity’s	
expense	and	
celebrity	is	in	
the	audience
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Someone	can't	
open	up	the	
envelope

White	people	
win	all	the	

acting	
categories

An	accused	
pedophile	is	

shown	on	screen

Someone	gets	
played	off	stage	

during	an	
emotional	
moment

A	big	name	gets	
left	out	of	the	in	

memoriam	
section

Someone	says	“I	
want	to	thank	
my	mom	and	

dad”

Someone	is	
visibly	unhappy	
someone	else	

won

Audio	issue	
during	Queen	
preformance

Older	person	
slows	down	the	
momentum	of	

the	show

A	joke	is	made	
at	a	celebrity’s	
expense	and	
celebrity	is	in	
the	audience

Winner	says	"Go	
to	bed	it's	a	

school	night"	to	
children	
watching

Camera	cuts	
away	from	
someone	
yawning

(Free	
Space)	

Someone	
talks	shit	
on	Trump

Last	person	in	a	
group	can	only	
say	"thank	you"	
before	being	cut	

off

Best	Animated	
Picture	category	
has	a	custom	
animation	
segment

White	people	
laughing	

awkwardly	at	a	
joke	a	presenter	

made

A	weird	bit	
happens	that	
goes	nowhere	
and	lasts	way	

too	long

Woman	looks	
very	

uncomfortable	
with	what	she	is	

wearing

“Bohemian	
Rhapsody”	wins	
anything	and	
"We	Are	The	
Champions"	

plays

Someone	takes	
a	selfie	on	or	off	

stage

A	gay	old	man	
wins	any	

category	and	is	
happy

Academy	pats	
itself	on	the	

back	for	
diversity

A	winner’s	name	
is	

mispronounced
Bradley	Cooper	

pee	joke Weed	joke
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White	people	
win	all	the	

acting	
categories

Someone	is	
visibly	unhappy	
someone	else	

won

Audio	issue	
during	Queen	
preformance

Someone	gets	
played	off	stage	

during	an	
emotional	
moment

Weed	joke

Someone	takes	
a	selfie	on	or	off	

stage

Older	person	
slows	down	the	
momentum	of	

the	show

Woman	looks	
very	

uncomfortable	
with	what	she	is	

wearing

A	gay	old	man	
wins	any	

category	and	is	
happy

A	winner’s	name	
is	

mispronounced

A	weird	bit	
happens	that	
goes	nowhere	
and	lasts	way	

too	long

Academy	pats	
itself	on	the	

back	for	
diversity

(Free	
Space)	

Someone	
talks	shit	
on	Trump

“Bohemian	
Rhapsody”	wins	
anything	and	
"We	Are	The	
Champions"	

plays

Bradley	Cooper	
pee	joke

Someone	says	“I	
want	to	thank	
my	mom	and	

dad”

White	people	
laughing	

awkwardly	at	a	
joke	a	presenter	

made

A	big	name	gets	
left	out	of	the	in	

memoriam	
section

Someone	can't	
open	up	the	
envelope

Last	person	in	a	
group	can	only	
say	"thank	you"	
before	being	cut	

off

An	accused	
pedophile	is	

shown	on	screen

A	joke	is	made	
at	a	celebrity’s	
expense	and	
celebrity	is	in	
the	audience

Camera	cuts	
away	from	
someone	
yawning

Winner	says	"Go	
to	bed	it's	a	

school	night"	to	
children	
watching

Best	Animated	
Picture	category	
has	a	custom	
animation	
segment
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Last	person	in	a	
group	can	only	
say	"thank	you"	
before	being	cut	

off

A	big	name	gets	
left	out	of	the	in	

memoriam	
section

A	winner’s	name	
is	

mispronounced
Bradley	Cooper	

pee	joke

Someone	is	
visibly	unhappy	
someone	else	

won

Older	person	
slows	down	the	
momentum	of	

the	show

Someone	says	“I	
want	to	thank	
my	mom	and	

dad”

A	joke	is	made	
at	a	celebrity’s	
expense	and	
celebrity	is	in	
the	audience

A	gay	old	man	
wins	any	

category	and	is	
happy

White	people	
laughing	

awkwardly	at	a	
joke	a	presenter	

made

“Bohemian	
Rhapsody”	wins	
anything	and	
"We	Are	The	
Champions"	

plays

Best	Animated	
Picture	category	
has	a	custom	
animation	
segment

(Free	
Space)	

Someone	
talks	shit	
on	Trump

Camera	cuts	
away	from	
someone	
yawning

Weed	joke

Winner	says	"Go	
to	bed	it's	a	

school	night"	to	
children	
watching

A	weird	bit	
happens	that	
goes	nowhere	
and	lasts	way	

too	long

Someone	can't	
open	up	the	
envelope

White	people	
win	all	the	

acting	
categories

Audio	issue	
during	Queen	
preformance

Academy	pats	
itself	on	the	

back	for	
diversity

Woman	looks	
very	

uncomfortable	
with	what	she	is	

wearing

Someone	takes	
a	selfie	on	or	off	

stage

Someone	gets	
played	off	stage	

during	an	
emotional	
moment

An	accused	
pedophile	is	
shown	on	
screen



Bingo	Card	ID	023

The Other Half Presents: 
Academy Awards 2019 Bingo

Camera	cuts	
away	from	
someone	
yawning

Bradley	Cooper	
pee	joke

A	big	name	gets	
left	out	of	the	in	

memoriam	
section

A	weird	bit	
happens	that	
goes	nowhere	
and	lasts	way	

too	long

Someone	says	“I	
want	to	thank	
my	mom	and	

dad”

White	people	
win	all	the	

acting	
categories

Someone	takes	
a	selfie	on	or	off	

stage

“Bohemian	
Rhapsody”	wins	
anything	and	
"We	Are	The	
Champions"	

plays

Best	Animated	
Picture	category	
has	a	custom	
animation	
segment

White	people	
laughing	

awkwardly	at	a	
joke	a	presenter	

made

Woman	looks	
very	

uncomfortable	
with	what	she	is	

wearing

Last	person	in	a	
group	can	only	
say	"thank	you"	
before	being	cut	

off

(Free	
Space)	

Someone	
talks	shit	
on	Trump

Audio	issue	
during	Queen	
preformance

An	accused	
pedophile	is	
shown	on	
screen

Someone	can't	
open	up	the	
envelope

Winner	says	"Go	
to	bed	it's	a	

school	night"	to	
children	
watching

Someone	is	
visibly	unhappy	
someone	else	

won

Someone	gets	
played	off	stage	

during	an	
emotional	
moment

A	winner’s	name	
is	

mispronounced

Academy	pats	
itself	on	the	

back	for	
diversity

A	gay	old	man	
wins	any	

category	and	is	
happy

Weed	joke

A	joke	is	made	
at	a	celebrity’s	
expense	and	
celebrity	is	in	
the	audience

Older	person	
slows	down	the	
momentum	of	

the	show
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An	accused	
pedophile	is	

shown	on	screen

Winner	says	"Go	
to	bed	it's	a	

school	night"	to	
children	
watching

Someone	takes	
a	selfie	on	or	off	

stage

A	joke	is	made	
at	a	celebrity’s	
expense	and	
celebrity	is	in	
the	audience

Someone	is	
visibly	unhappy	
someone	else	

won

Camera	cuts	
away	from	
someone	
yawning

Someone	gets	
played	off	stage	

during	an	
emotional	
moment

Older	person	
slows	down	the	
momentum	of	

the	show

Woman	looks	
very	

uncomfortable	
with	what	she	is	

wearing

A	winner’s	name	
is	

mispronounced

Audio	issue	
during	Queen	
preformance

Someone	can't	
open	up	the	
envelope

(Free	
Space)	

Someone	
talks	shit	
on	Trump

Best	Animated	
Picture	category	
has	a	custom	
animation	
segment

Last	person	in	a	
group	can	only	
say	"thank	you"	
before	being	cut	

off

Someone	says	“I	
want	to	thank	
my	mom	and	

dad”

A	big	name	gets	
left	out	of	the	in	

memoriam	
section

A	weird	bit	
happens	that	
goes	nowhere	
and	lasts	way	

too	long

Bradley	Cooper	
pee	joke

Academy	pats	
itself	on	the	

back	for	
diversity

Weed	joke
White	people	
win	all	the	

acting	
categories

A	gay	old	man	
wins	any	

category	and	is	
happy

White	people	
laughing	

awkwardly	at	a	
joke	a	presenter	

made

“Bohemian	
Rhapsody”	wins	
anything	and	
"We	Are	The	
Champions"	

plays
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Someone	can't	
open	up	the	
envelope

Someone	takes	
a	selfie	on	or	off	

stage

Woman	looks	
very	

uncomfortable	
with	what	she	is	

wearing

A	winner’s	name	
is	

mispronounced

A	weird	bit	
happens	that	
goes	nowhere	
and	lasts	way	

too	long

Last	person	in	a	
group	can	only	
say	"thank	you"	
before	being	cut	

off

Best	Animated	
Picture	category	
has	a	custom	
animation	
segment

A	big	name	gets	
left	out	of	the	in	

memoriam	
section

Bradley	Cooper	
pee	joke

“Bohemian	
Rhapsody”	wins	
anything	and	
"We	Are	The	
Champions"	

plays

Camera	cuts	
away	from	
someone	
yawning

Someone	gets	
played	off	stage	

during	an	
emotional	
moment

(Free	
Space)	

Someone	
talks	shit	
on	Trump

A	joke	is	made	
at	a	celebrity’s	
expense	and	
celebrity	is	in	
the	audience

White	people	
win	all	the	

acting	
categories

White	people	
laughing	

awkwardly	at	a	
joke	a	presenter	

made

Winner	says	"Go	
to	bed	it's	a	

school	night"	to	
children	
watching

Academy	pats	
itself	on	the	

back	for	
diversity

Weed	joke
Audio	issue	

during	Queen	
preformance

Someone	is	
visibly	unhappy	
someone	else	

won

Older	person	
slows	down	the	
momentum	of	

the	show

A	gay	old	man	
wins	any	

category	and	is	
happy

An	accused	
pedophile	is	

shown	on	screen

Someone	says	“I	
want	to	thank	
my	mom	and	

dad”
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The Other Half Presents: 
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A	big	name	gets	
left	out	of	the	in	

memoriam	
section

Audio	issue	
during	Queen	
preformance

Bradley	Cooper	
pee	joke

White	people	
laughing	

awkwardly	at	a	
joke	a	presenter	

made

An	accused	
pedophile	is	
shown	on	
screen

A	gay	old	man	
wins	any	

category	and	is	
happy

Last	person	in	a	
group	can	only	
say	"thank	you"	
before	being	cut	

off

“Bohemian	
Rhapsody”	wins	
anything	and	
"We	Are	The	
Champions"	

plays

White	people	
win	all	the	

acting	
categories

Camera	cuts	
away	from	
someone	
yawning

A	winner’s	name	
is	

mispronounced

Someone	says	“I	
want	to	thank	
my	mom	and	

dad”

(Free	
Space)	

Someone	
talks	shit	
on	Trump

A	weird	bit	
happens	that	
goes	nowhere	
and	lasts	way	

too	long

Older	person	
slows	down	the	
momentum	of	

the	show

Someone	is	
visibly	unhappy	
someone	else	

won

Someone	takes	
a	selfie	on	or	off	

stage

Winner	says	"Go	
to	bed	it's	a	

school	night"	to	
children	
watching

Someone	can't	
open	up	the	
envelope

Someone	gets	
played	off	stage	

during	an	
emotional	
moment

Weed	joke

Best	Animated	
Picture	category	
has	a	custom	
animation	
segment

A	joke	is	made	
at	a	celebrity’s	
expense	and	
celebrity	is	in	
the	audience

Academy	pats	
itself	on	the	

back	for	
diversity

Woman	looks	
very	

uncomfortable	
with	what	she	is	

wearing



Bingo	Card	ID	027

The Other Half Presents: 
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“Bohemian	
Rhapsody”	wins	
anything	and	
"We	Are	The	
Champions"	

plays

Audio	issue	
during	Queen	
preformance

Older	person	
slows	down	the	
momentum	of	

the	show

Someone	can't	
open	up	the	
envelope

Woman	looks	
very	

uncomfortable	
with	what	she	is	

wearing

A	gay	old	man	
wins	any	

category	and	is	
happy

White	people	
win	all	the	

acting	
categories

A	big	name	gets	
left	out	of	the	in	

memoriam	
section

A	winner’s	name	
is	

mispronounced

Winner	says	"Go	
to	bed	it's	a	

school	night"	to	
children	
watching

Last	person	in	a	
group	can	only	
say	"thank	you"	
before	being	cut	

off

Someone	takes	
a	selfie	on	or	off	

stage

(Free	
Space)	

Someone	
talks	shit	
on	Trump

A	weird	bit	
happens	that	
goes	nowhere	
and	lasts	way	

too	long

Best	Animated	
Picture	category	
has	a	custom	
animation	
segment

Weed	joke

Someone	gets	
played	off	stage	

during	an	
emotional	
moment

Someone	is	
visibly	unhappy	
someone	else	

won

Bradley	Cooper	
pee	joke

Camera	cuts	
away	from	
someone	
yawning

A	joke	is	made	
at	a	celebrity’s	
expense	and	
celebrity	is	in	
the	audience

Someone	says	“I	
want	to	thank	
my	mom	and	

dad”

White	people	
laughing	

awkwardly	at	a	
joke	a	presenter	

made

An	accused	
pedophile	is	

shown	on	screen

Academy	pats	
itself	on	the	

back	for	
diversity

Bingo	Card	ID	028
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“Bohemian	
Rhapsody”	wins	
anything	and	
"We	Are	The	
Champions"	

plays

Camera	cuts	
away	from	
someone	
yawning

Weed	joke
An	accused	
pedophile	is	

shown	on	screen

Someone	says	“I	
want	to	thank	
my	mom	and	

dad”

Woman	looks	
very	

uncomfortable	
with	what	she	is	

wearing

Winner	says	"Go	
to	bed	it's	a	

school	night"	to	
children	
watching

White	people	
win	all	the	

acting	
categories

A	big	name	gets	
left	out	of	the	in	

memoriam	
section

Someone	takes	
a	selfie	on	or	off	

stage

Someone	gets	
played	off	stage	

during	an	
emotional	
moment

White	people	
laughing	

awkwardly	at	a	
joke	a	presenter	

made

(Free	
Space)	

Someone	
talks	shit	
on	Trump

A	weird	bit	
happens	that	
goes	nowhere	
and	lasts	way	

too	long

Bradley	Cooper	
pee	joke

Best	Animated	
Picture	category	
has	a	custom	
animation	
segment

A	winner’s	name	
is	

mispronounced

A	joke	is	made	
at	a	celebrity’s	
expense	and	
celebrity	is	in	
the	audience

Someone	can't	
open	up	the	
envelope

Audio	issue	
during	Queen	
preformance

Academy	pats	
itself	on	the	

back	for	
diversity

Last	person	in	a	
group	can	only	
say	"thank	you"	
before	being	cut	

off

A	gay	old	man	
wins	any	

category	and	is	
happy

Someone	is	
visibly	unhappy	
someone	else	

won

Older	person	
slows	down	the	
momentum	of	

the	show



Bingo	Card	ID	029

The Other Half Presents: 
Academy Awards 2019 Bingo

Camera	cuts	
away	from	
someone	
yawning

A	joke	is	made	
at	a	celebrity’s	
expense	and	
celebrity	is	in	
the	audience

Winner	says	"Go	
to	bed	it's	a	

school	night"	to	
children	
watching

A	big	name	gets	
left	out	of	the	in	

memoriam	
section

A	winner’s	name	
is	

mispronounced

Audio	issue	
during	Queen	
preformance

A	gay	old	man	
wins	any	

category	and	is	
happy

A	weird	bit	
happens	that	
goes	nowhere	
and	lasts	way	

too	long

Last	person	in	a	
group	can	only	
say	"thank	you"	
before	being	cut	

off

Someone	can't	
open	up	the	
envelope

Best	Animated	
Picture	category	
has	a	custom	
animation	
segment

Someone	gets	
played	off	stage	

during	an	
emotional	
moment

(Free	
Space)	

Someone	
talks	shit	
on	Trump

Woman	looks	
very	

uncomfortable	
with	what	she	is	

wearing

Someone	takes	
a	selfie	on	or	off	

stage

An	accused	
pedophile	is	

shown	on	screen

White	people	
laughing	

awkwardly	at	a	
joke	a	presenter	

made

White	people	
win	all	the	

acting	
categories

“Bohemian	
Rhapsody”	wins	
anything	and	
"We	Are	The	
Champions"	

plays

Academy	pats	
itself	on	the	

back	for	
diversity

Someone	says	“I	
want	to	thank	
my	mom	and	

dad”

Someone	is	
visibly	unhappy	
someone	else	

won
Weed	joke Bradley	Cooper	

pee	joke

Older	person	
slows	down	the	
momentum	of	

the	show
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Someone	is	
visibly	unhappy	
someone	else	

won

Audio	issue	
during	Queen	
preformance

A	gay	old	man	
wins	any	

category	and	is	
happy

An	accused	
pedophile	is	

shown	on	screen

Woman	looks	
very	

uncomfortable	
with	what	she	is	

wearing

White	people	
win	all	the	

acting	
categories

Academy	pats	
itself	on	the	

back	for	
diversity

Someone	gets	
played	off	stage	

during	an	
emotional	
moment

“Bohemian	
Rhapsody”	wins	
anything	and	
"We	Are	The	
Champions"	

plays

Camera	cuts	
away	from	
someone	
yawning

Weed	joke
Someone	can't	
open	up	the	
envelope

(Free	
Space)	

Someone	
talks	shit	
on	Trump

Older	person	
slows	down	the	
momentum	of	

the	show

A	winner’s	name	
is	

mispronounced

A	joke	is	made	
at	a	celebrity’s	
expense	and	
celebrity	is	in	
the	audience

Last	person	in	a	
group	can	only	
say	"thank	you"	
before	being	cut	

off

White	people	
laughing	

awkwardly	at	a	
joke	a	presenter	

made

Someone	takes	
a	selfie	on	or	off	

stage
Bradley	Cooper	

pee	joke

A	weird	bit	
happens	that	
goes	nowhere	
and	lasts	way	

too	long

Winner	says	"Go	
to	bed	it's	a	

school	night"	to	
children	
watching

A	big	name	gets	
left	out	of	the	in	

memoriam	
section

Someone	says	“I	
want	to	thank	
my	mom	and	

dad”

Best	Animated	
Picture	category	
has	a	custom	
animation	
segment


